
Satyricon is one of the first known literary works to mix  
historical fiction, verse, drama, monologues and dialogue  
in a prose text (16 volumes). It plays on the satyr tradition, 
the third theatre genre, which combined the genres of 
comedy and tragedy in a popular rather than elevated style. 
This dramatic tradition has been criticized for being ecle
ctic, a superficial overheating of signs, and consequently, 
bad theatre. In our production of Satyricon for the stage,  
we steal brazenly from myths, films, books and true stories 
in the creation of a fictive universe comprising all manner  
of sources. Dramaturgically speaking, this entails trans
mitting and preserving the cinematic gaze of the video 
works of Karen Nikgol, and the twodimensional, primitiv
istic imagery of his paintings in a theatrical expression with 
an aesthetic as cacophonic and intense as a flashing neon 
sign gone bezerk.  

Tyranny and impotence 
The work of fiction entitled Satyricon, or Petronii Arbitri 
Saturicon, was written by Petronius Arbiter in the period 
5466 AD under the Roman Emperor Nero. An arbiter is 
someone considered an authority on what is good, right 
or proper.  Petronius was given this nickname because he 
expressed his opinions about style in the court and thereby 
became the emperor’s “arbiter of good taste”. This was 
no invulnerable position; Nero was the last emperor of 
the  JulioClaudian dynasty, which he led tyrannically into 
 collapse and civil war. 
 There are many tyrants among the male characters in 
the book. We have combined these in one character, the 
poet Eumolpus. According to Pliny and Plutarch, Petronius 
slit his veins when he fell into disfavour with Nero. Fellini 
included this scene in his film Satyricon. Inspired by this 
scene, we have incorporated death as a theme, attributing 
it with import as a third part and the centre of one of the 
three dramaturgical tensions in the piece. Selfimposed 
death and the manner of its execution are important for the 
tyrants in the work of fiction. In Petronius’ work,  Eumolpus 
has his friends and slaves carve him up and eat him. 
Personally, Petronius sat chatting with his friends as the 
blood ran out of his body. Dying in this manner takes many 
hours and it was long believed that Satyricon was a record 
of what he said in the course of these hours. But that is not 
what happened; research on text history has shown that the 
fragments that have been passed down stem from different 
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parts of the 16volume work. Satyricon, as a work of fiction, 
a film and now a work for the stage, therefore comprises 
text fragments without a single, unifying narrative.  
 Petronius employs Eumolpus’ death satirically to sym
bolize meeting his fate with dignity, but suicide is also total 
impotence. Many of those around Nero committed suicide, 
as did Nero himself. Their impotence was a consequence of 
a totalitarian empire where one’s own death was more likely 
than any hope of changing the social situation. Fellini found 
expression for this through his choice of form in the film. In 
our approach to the material, we conceive of empires not 
only as totalitarian states, but as social conditions. 

Upheaval 
The setting for the stage production of Satyricon is the 
 Empire, after the apocalypse, when the Empire is about 
to collapse, or has collapsed. The spectator meets the 
characters at a point in time when they are not yet certain 
of  whether the Empire still exists. When Petronius wrote 
 Satyricon, the Roman Empire was a space of conflicted 
tensions that generated the downfall of the first Western 
democracy as both a kingdom and republic. This can be 
connected to the extremely imperialistic, narcissistic and 
grandiose Nero, but an individual ruler losing his mind is 
never enough to bring about the fall of an entire society in 
an all embracing, transformative upheaval. The fall of the 
Roman Empire was the first time two world religions colli
ded (Greek/Roman mythology and Christianity), culmina
ting in the simultaneous breakdown of political institutions, 
law and order, morality and the arts. At one level this is the 
plot of the work of fiction Satyricon, which Fellini later high
lighted in his film. In the stage production, we emphasize 
the emotional state making possible the fall of the Empire 
by exploring and expanding upon the compelling forces 
behind ruin, without connecting this to a specific historical 
situation or particular society. It functions more as a drama
turgical arc in the work. We create tableaus depicting death 
and ruin and draw the spectator into a type of dark and 
caricatured vision of the future in the abstract setting of the 
Empire. The characters who populate this setting have been 
exposed to radioactivity because they are living in a period 
following a nuclear explosion. This is an expression of the 
Empire’s power over the characters and determines how 
video and lighting are employed in the production.  
 At another level, the plot in the fictional work and the 
film revolves around Encolpius and Ascyltus, two former 
 lovers, and their relationship to the 16yearold Giton, a 
 slave boy. Giton is the object of everyone’s desire. Stated 
simply, Encolpius gives Giton to both Eumolpus and his 
lover Trimalchio, another tyrant, as a sex slave, to avoid 
repercussions for his theft of Trimalchio’s shrine of the god



dess Isis. This leads to a type of ruin. Along with the tyrant 
and poet Eumolpus, we have connected the theme of ruin 
to personal struggles between the characters  Encolpius, 
Ascyltus and Giton, and collective battles personified by 
slaves in the Empire. We have also elaborated on Fellini’s in
terpetation, making Encolpius, Ascyltus and Giton the three 
aspects of will, desire and violence. This interpretation is re
lated to the Japanese manga film Akira by Katsuhiro Otomo, 
which made a powerful impression on Karen when he saw 
it the same year he saw Fellini’s Satyricon for the first time. 
In the manga film we are taken to a dystopian and future 
Neo Tokyo, where an atomic bomb has destroyed  large 
parts of the city, now overrun by gangs and under a state of 
martial law. In this landscape, the young boy Tetsuo is taken 
prisoner by the military; having found the power source of 
Akira, the goddess of destruction, the military plans to pass 
this on to a human being, the perfect bomb. The young 
Tetsuo becomes this person and simultaneously an object 
of everyone’s interest and desire, including members of 
both the military and his former gang. Both these stories 
depict a powerful empire on the road to ruin and this ruin 
comes to pass through the sacrifice of something innocent.   
 The theme of sacrifice is the middle section of the piece 
and the centre of the second dramaturgical arc. Karen has 
employed rites and rituals in all his performance and video 
artworks. In contrast to his video works, which combine an 
aspect of a rite with a popcultural phenomenon, such as in 
Total Recall 2 (2010) based on the action film Total Recall 
and Secret Fitness Tactics of The Special Operations (2011) 
about the militarization of the bodybuilder culture, this work 
is based on a standard ritual formula found in all world reli
gions. The scenario depicts humans beings as ever under 
the influence of new archtypical dramas that can suddenly 
trigger anxiety, preparation and purification. One purges 
oneself and tries out different forms of transformation or 
destruction, and finally connects with a new foundation and 
moves into a previous or new type of archetypical drama. 
This finds narrative expression specifically through the 
impoverished poet Eumolpus’ transformation from being 
one who opposes corruption to being corrupt. Meanwhile, 
the slaves of the Empire try to create a utopia through riots 
and rebellion. 

Trangressions 
A third plot level in both the work of fiction and the film 
Satyricon is about women loving women, men loving men 
who are women, and vice versa, spouses having sex with 
slaves, and slaves with royalty, in an endlessly promiscuous 
sexuality that includes sex with children and animals. It can 
be read as an orgy, or along the lines of Encolpius’s rape 
of Giton, during which he says, “If you are Lucretia, I am 



Tarquin.” The myth of Lucretia is a metaphor for the kingdom 
being overthrown and a republic established in the Roman 
Empire. In art history, the sexual trangression and violence in 
the rape of Lucretia are viewed as an allegory for revolution. 
We give this allegory current relevance in the battles fought 
out between the three aspects of will, desire and violence 
through sexual and violent choreographies.  
 The ritebased dramaturgy of the production is also gro
unded in the satyric tradition. Research shows (such as in the 
motif clusters of The Forbidden Room in the Vatican) that the 
satyric drama to the greatest extent employed the dramaturgy 
of the rite. The satyrs and Bacchus, halfhuman and halfgoat, 
penetrated women such as the Maenads, the Vestal Virgins 
and the priestesses of Venus. Petronius’ brilliance lies in how 
he is inspired by this to address themes of tyranny, the people 
and the fall of the empire in his day as this was taking place. 
That is why it was written as a satire, as the title Satyricon 
implies. A dissection of the anatomy of power in a direct 
manner would have been completely inconceivable. Sexuality 
and violence in this interpretive tradition constitute the third 
dramaturgic arc with a centre in the first part of the piece. 
 Fellini made the film Satyricon a politically powerful 
expression of his time because the scenes are designed 
with a free hand, but also as an ultimate consequence of his 
cinematic artistic toolbox. The same insistence on thinking 
cinematically in the design of scenes is found in Karen’s work. 
The foremost example is how in the film Fellini has pushed 
the hermaphrodite into the foreground, thematically, formally 
and symbolically. This has inspired the specific narratives on 
gender in the production’s third plot level about sexuality and 
violence, which also has a personal connection with an event 
Karen carries with him for life. His Armenian grandfather was 
dressed like a little girl by his mother to survive the Turkish 
massacre. In our story, we depict a kind of warzone where 
the redefinition of gender is a survival strategy, in this case 
through sex slavery. In some Asian cultures boys are dressed 
up as girls for entertainment, or for use as sex slaves on the 
black market. In the Middle East, religious extremists are 
now attempting to reinstate barbaric and former definitions 
of gender. In our work, we take hold of the force found in this 
mixture of fact with fiction. Karen’s Chilean friend underwent 
a sex change from man to woman during the course of the 
project. She is a performer in the production and also one of a 
number of artists we have invited to contribute a text inspired 
by specific elements from Satyricon. 


